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About Item

1. Versatile Mic Stand Adapter: This microphone stand adapter is primarily
designed for the fixed installation of microphone stands. It is compatible with a
wide range of microphone stands, camera stands, and recorder stands.

2. Specification of Adapter: This camera screw thread we offer features specific
dimensions: Material: Aluminum alloy; Color: Black; Body Height: 13mm/ 0.59
inch; Thread: 3/8 Female to M10 Male; Thread Pitch: 16Gx1.5mm (Female x
Male); Total Size: 16mm x 20mm / 0.63×0.79 inch(D*H).

3. Durable and long-lasting: These mic stand adapters are constructed from
durable and corrosion-resistant aluminum alloy materials. It is rust-free and
designed for long-term use.

4. Anti-Slip Design: The mic stand’s adapter is knurled, providing an effective
anti-slip grip for secure installation. The internal thread is clear and easy to use,
ensuring a stale connection.

5. Easy to Use: Select a threaded connector that suits your requirements and
screw it into the microphone stand’s fixing hole.

Product Description
Transform your microphone setup with our durable mic stand adapter, made from
corrosion-resistant aluminum alloy for long-lasting performance. Its versatile design
accommodates most microphone, camera, and recorder stands, offering unmatched
flexibility.

With clear internal threading, it’s effortless to use. Upgrade your audio setup by selecting
the best microphone stand adapter in the market. At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our
priority—a proven track record of delivering the highest quality product since 1984.
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Product specification: 

● Color: Black
● Material: Aluminum
● Features: It has a 5/8 female to 3/8 male thread adapter for microphone

mounting and bracket. 

Package information: 
● Quantity: 1 piece 5/8 turn 3/8 shock mount screw.

Usages

Enhance your podcasting setup.

Improve your video recording quality.

The adapter is perfect for securing your mic.

Create a professional-grade home audio setup.

Use the mic stand adapter to connect the mic stand.

Benefits of products

Simple and very easy to use.

Requires minimal effort to maintain.

Streamline your recording process.

Secure your mic and other recording equipment.

It helps to prevent damage to a microphone stand.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products



The adapter is made to withstand corrosion.

Made from corrosion-resistant aluminum alloy.

Works with a wide range of microphone stands.

The knurled surface makes it anti-slip and easy to grip.

Precise threading makes it easy to use and highly stable.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than 65
countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Durable Yes No

Perfect fit Yes No

Anti rust Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to
meet the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and
inspected before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers
receive products of the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality,
affordability, and customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all
their needs and wants.



Q&A

Question: Is it good for a stage mic stand?
Answer: Yes, this stand adapter is perfect for an on-stage microphone stand.

Question: Is the adapter plastic made?
Answer: No, this MC stand adapter is made from tough aluminum.

Question: What is the mic stand adapter used for?
Answer: The mic stand adapter is primarily used to securely attach microphone stands,
camera stands, and recorder stands for stable and professional audio recording. 

Question: Can I use the mic stand adapter for the camera and
recorder?
Answer: Yes, the adapter can be used with camera and recorder stands. Make sure the
adapter matches the thread.

Question: Is this mic adapter compatible with all microphone
stands?
Answer: The adapter is designed to be compatible with most standard microphone
stands. However, it’s recommended to check the specific threading and dimensions to
ensure compatibility with your stand.


